CSG West Policy

Dissemination of Information of Non-Sanctioned Events or Activities

- No registrant or entity, or any individual acting on their behalf, is permitted to use the CSG West registration area or the host state desk to leave any materials, including invitations, pamphlets or signs, of a non-sanctioned event or activity without the express, written authorization of CSG West.

- No registrant or entity, or any individual acting on their behalf, is permitted to distribute any materials during any component of the CSG West Annual Meeting, including policy sessions, social or off-site events, or place any signage in any area rented by our organization, without the express, written authorization of CSG West.

- An invitation to a non-sanctioned event by CSG West or the Host State is prohibited from referencing “CSG West,” “CSG West Annual Meeting,” or including the CSG West logo without the express, written authorization of CSG West. No invitation for a non-sanctioned event should be made to appear as an official invitation or having an affiliation to CSG West or the CSG West Annual Meeting.

These rules apply to all attendees. Failure to follow these protocols may result in the revocation of meeting credentials, removal from the meeting or function, and possible denial of future attendance at a CSG West Annual Meeting. These protocols are aimed to protect all attendees, as well as the integrity of CSG West Annual Meetings. Moreover, they are aimed to ensure fairness to all our private sector partners that sponsor the Annual Meeting. Only sponsors at certain levels, per our CSG West Sponsorship Guide, are permitted to host sanctioned events and distribute information of those events with the express authorization of CSG West.